The association between achievement goal motivation and counterproductive work behavior: the moderating effect of work engagement and the Dark Triad

BACKGROUND
The objective of the article is to describe the association between counterproductive work behavior (CWB), achievement goal motivation and the moderating variables: work engagement and the Dark Triad (DT). The theoretical bases of the tested models are: the four-factor theory of achievement goal motivation (Elliot & McGregor), the CWB conception of Spector, the JD-R model of Demerouti, the work engagement model of Schaufeli and the DT conception of Paulhus and Williams.

PARTICIPANTS AND PROCEDURE
An internet study was conducted with 138 office employees as participants. The variables were measured using the Polish versions of the following tools: achievement goal motivation – AGQ-R, counterproductive work behavior – CWB-C scale, work engagement – UWES, DT – the Dirty Dozen scale.

RESULTS
The obtained results confirm the hypothesis of the differentiated strength of the additional association of the analyzed types of achievement goal motivation (mastery approach, mastery avoidance, performance approach, performance avoidance) with CWB. This link occurs in models without moderators not only for mastery avoidance. In the models with moderators, the interaction patterns are differentiated for particular types of motivation; for example, work engagement interacts only with the performance approach, while DT interacts not only with the mastery approach. Three-directional interactions increase the percentage of explained variance of the models to a small degree.

CONCLUSIONS
Moderating effects were relatively strong within the association of performance approach with CWB. Results indicate the accuracy of the theoretical bases of the studies, as well as the need for their continuation with account being taken of the types of CWB and components of DT.
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BACKGROUND

Human behavior has its light and dark sides. The latter include negative behaviors in the workplace. The present work poses two general research questions: (1) Is there an association between achievement goal motivation and counterproductive work behavior (CWB)? (2) Do work engagement and the Dark Triad (DT) moderate the association between achievement goal motivation and counterproductive work behavior? In seeking answers to these questions, account has been taken of the types of achievement goal motivation proposed by Elliot and McGregor (2001), e.g. mastery approach, performance approach, mastery avoidance, performance avoidance. Statistical analyses take account of the level (high, moderate, low) of the Dark Triad, understood as a construct composed of three elements viewed as socially undesirable: psychopathy, narcissism, and Machiavellianism (Paulhus & Williams, 2002). Analogously, three levels of work engagement, understood as the sum of its components, have been taken account of. Those are: vigor, dedication, and absorption (Schaufeli, Salanova, Gonzalez-Roma, & Bakker, 2002). The model of relations between the variables listed above and which was tested in the study is based on analysis of the theories and results of other studies that are linked with the variables: achievement goal motivation, counterproductive work behavior, Dark Triad and work engagement. A synthetic presentation of them is necessary to provide a source for arguments in favor of the tested model.

GOAL ACHIEVEMENT MOTIVATION

Henry Murray was the first (1938) in psychology to advance the hypothesis of the need for goal achievement. Later continued by McClelland, Atkinson, Clark, and Lowell (1953) and Atkinson (1958), goal achievement motivation theory and its measurement have evolved, but it has kept its primary categories: success and failure. Goal achievement motivation in the contemporary globalized world retains its role in self-regulation of behavior, while the standards and conditions for achieving personal and professional goals continually change. At the same time, detrimental social phenomena continue to increase, such as exclusion and social alienation, or the negative behavior in an organization analyzed in this article. The definition of goal achievement motivation itself has evolved.

In traditional goal achievement motivation theories the primary emphasis is placed on two types of motivation: mastery goals and comparison with others (Nicholls, 1984). Mastery goals concern the skills necessary for masterful performance of a given task. The comparison with others motivation concerns demonstrating one’s skills to others and drawing comparisons with them. Both motivations create specific cognitive schema and lead to different results. Over time, a distinction was made between the motivation of comparing with others with the objective of achieving a goal and of avoiding it. In this manner a trichotomous model of goal achievement motivation arose: mastery approach, performance approach (seeking the same level or better compared to others), and performance avoidance (fear of embarrassing oneself) (Elliot & Church, 1997).

On the basis of this trichotomous model of motivation, a four-factor model of achievement goal motivation theory was created (Elliot & McGregor, 2001). This theory introduces the division into motivations of avoidance and goal achievement into another construct – mastery goals. To put it differently, the motivations considered include mastery, performance as a path to success, and motivations aiming at avoidance resulting from the prediction of failure (Elliot & McGregor, 2001). This produced a 2 × 2 matrix of four motivations: 1 – mastery approach as a path to success; 2 – mastery avoidance caused by prediction of failure and avoidance of incompetence; 3 – performance approach; 4 – performance avoidance in fear of embarrassment. The authors of the four-motivation model assume that achievement goal motivation, fear of failure, and expected skills are responsible for the individual selection of specific achievement goal motivations. Skills here mean the capability to meet the demands of the task and possessing the potential and a model for resolving that task. The dimensions of skills encompass the positive value dimension (performance approach) and the negative value dimension (performance avoidance).

Taking account of the motivations for performance and avoidance within the scope of not only the construct of comparison with others, but also of the construct of mastery, inspires us to pose the question of whether those four components of achievement goal motivation are linked with counterproductive work behavior in the same manner, or those links are different. It could be suspected that they are all positively associated. On the one hand, the affects associated with the performance approach in situations perceived as threatening to it can undergo processes of frustration, activating, for example, aggression, typical behavior for CWB. On the other hand, in people with a low level of expected achievements and failure avoidance, the fear of embarrassment may activate motivations aimed at performance avoidance, absenteeism, or property destruction, which is also a characteristic of CWB. However, people who avoid failure, motivated by fear, are afraid not only of embarrassing, but also of the consequences of revealing their negative behaviors, which may translate into stronger tendencies towards CWB compared to people striving for success. Thus, the expectation of
different strength of the relationship between motivation and CWB depending on the types of motivation is based on the different mechanisms of motivation of striving and avoidance, and the difference in the effects of two types of basic motives: mastery goals and comparison with others.

There are studies whose results show an association of the mastery approach and an equitable division of goods, and the performance approach with taking more than one has contributed to a relation (Poortvliet, Janssen, Van Yperen, & Van de Vliert, 2007). From the perspective of these results one may assume that among a given group of employees, the dominant motivation mechanisms, understood as their types in the sense proposed by Elliot and McGregor (2001), will distinguish counterproductive behavior, because in a situation of performance approach other cognitive and behavioral patterns are activated. Tasks in the workplace are usually accompanied by stress that hinders the achievement of a goal in the preferred manner and is regarded as an important predictor of CWB (Spector & Fox, 2005; Bakker, 2017). However, even if the association of each type of achievement goal motivation with CWB has the same direction, the strength should be different depending on their interactions with personality variables. This work takes two such variables into account: work engagement and the Dark Triad.

COUNTERPRODUCTIVE WORK BEHAVIOR (CWB)

In organizations, we may observe such deliberate behaviors as theft, abuse, aggression, sabotage, conflicts, absenteeism, property destruction, and hindering co-workers and superiors in performing their tasks. These financially, socially, and psychologically harmful behaviors are given different names by researchers who adhere to various theories. For example, Neuman and Baron (1998), with reference to the theory of aggression, call them “organizational aggression”; Gialalone and Greenberg (1997), based on conceptions of socialization, call them “antisocial behaviors” in an organization; Robinson and Bennett (1995) term them “deviance.” In reference to the conception of social exchange, they are referred to as “organizational retaliatory behaviors” (Skarlicki & Folger, 1997; Folger & Skarlicki, 2005). A common contemporary term for the aforementioned behaviors is “counterproductive work behavior” (CWB; Spector & Fox, 2005).

Several attempts at classifying counterproductive work behavior have been made. For example, Hollinger and Clark (1983) distinguished two categories referring to behavior disrupting the achievement of organizational objectives: behavior related to property deviance and that related to production deviance. Their notions were elaborated by Robinson and Bennett (1995), who added negative interpersonal behavior towards superiors and co-workers. This article adopts the classification of CWB as suggested by Spector et al. (2006), because it provides for a division of CWB into active (abuse, theft, and sabotage) and passive (production deviance, withdrawal). The roots of active forms are in affect, and their objective is to take revenge on an organization for negative emotions experienced in it. Passive forms emerge when active forms collide with stringent sanctions from superiors and hostile behavior from co-workers. It is known that affects are a primary element in achievement goal motivation processes. This is why the classification by Spector et al. (2006) naturally leads to a broader question about the links between motivation and CWB. Additionally, Skarlicki and Folger (1997) demonstrated that in response to unfair treatment in an organization, employees can react with negative emotions, such as rage and anger, which contribute to theft and organizational sabotage. If the affects experienced at work translate into engagement in CWB, it is worth exploring how achievement goal motivation, satiated with emotions, is associated with CWB. These emotions may be associated with such types of employee motivation as mastery approach, performance approach, mastery avoidance, and performance avoidance (Elliot & McGregor, 2001). Even the classic distinction between extrinsic and intrinsic motivation implies distinct effects of those two types of motivation for responsibility for behavior, which suggests different relations between the employee and the organization; by the same token, it suggests different mechanisms involved in the emergence of behavior detrimental to the organization. If high extrinsic achievement goal motivation encounters an impediment, this may lead to a high level of CWB. And thus, the general hypothesis may be adopted that various types of achievement goal motivation will link differently with the general level of CWB as proposed by Spector et al. (2006). The various types of motivation given consideration in this project are discussed below. The predicted association between the different types of achievement goal motivation and CWB is, in light of theories of motivation and stress, so complex that it most likely depends on a range of variables that moderate it. Among its potential moderators, the most interesting one would seem to be the construct of work engagement, as it is similar, but not identical, to the construct of motivation (Derbis, 2017). Work engagement is a moderator generally valued positively, although in the absence of resources it may lead to professional burnout (Demerouti, Bakker, Nachreiner, & Schaufeli, 2001). Another potential moderator, usually valued negatively, is the collection of traits referred to as the Dark Triad. The justification for the moderating role played by both these constructs for the phenomenon under consideration is presented later in this article.
WORK ENGAGEMENT

According to Kahn (1990, p. 692), who is considered the author of the notion of engagement, it means “being fully there,” that is, “emotional, cognitive, and physical fulfillment at work.” According to Cohen (2007), the engaged employee is a person with a strong desire to become a member of a given organization, believes in its goals and values, and is inclined to engage in significant effort on behalf of that organization. Psychologists frequently use the construction of work engagement, combining it with job burnout (Golembiewski & Munzenrider, 1991; Maslach, Schaufeli, & Leiter, 2001; Maslach & Leiter, 2008; Demerouti et al., 2001). Engagement is of a dual character (Derbis, 2017), that is, it can be conducive to job burnout if the individual does not possess the necessary resources, or can counter it if those resources are present (Demerouti et al., 2001; Leon, Halbesleben, & Paustian-Underdahl, 2015).

In the present work the JD-R (Job Demands-Resources) model of burnout is employed, following the model proposed by Demerouti et al. (2001). This model is in opposition to the popular assumption adopted by Maslach and Jackson (1981) that work engagement is the polar opposite of job burnout. Demerouti et al. (2001), objecting to the depiction of the relation between work engagement and job burnout as a continuum, understand work engagement as a separate construct whose opposite is disengagement from work. Engagement thus understood expresses the attitude towards work in a given organization. It possesses three dimensions: vigor, dedication, and absorption. Vigor is a high level of energy and psychological resilience at work. Dedication entails a strong identification with one’s work, enthusiasm, and pride in the performance of it. Absorption, however, is understood as concentration on work, being absorbed by it, the feeling that time goes faster when at work (Schaufeli et al., 2002). This three-dimensional understanding of work engagement is adopted in the article as the basis for operationalization of engagement in the project being reported on. It should be pointed out that work engagement here is understood as a multidimensional construct whose substantive scope partially intersects with the construct of motivation, as they share a common emotional core. Work engagement entails a relatively permanent disposition, determining one’s remaining in the same workplace for a longer period of time. There are studies showing a strong negative correlation of work engagement with counterproductive work behavior (Den Hartog & Belschak, 2012) and emotional intelligence (Brunetto, Teo, Shacklock, & Farr-Wharton, 2012; Bibi, Karim, & ud Din, 2013). Furthermore, work engagement reduces emotional exhaustion in more conscientious individuals who are emotionally stable (Chen, Richard, Boncoeur, & Ford, 2020).

Therefore, it can be assumed that work engagement will be negatively related to CWB in the group of office workers analyzed in our study. This expectation is based on the assumption that low diligence and low emotional stability should eliminate these individuals from such work. Engaged, diligent and emotionally stable employees should not tend to intentionally harm an organization.

Thus, in light of those results and the aforementioned conception of engagement advanced by Schaufeli, it could be suspected that engagement in the reported studies will also be negatively associated with CWB, and will moderate the association of CWB with achievement goal motivation. It is also suspected that achievement goal motivation, or at least some dimensions of it, may interact with engagement, and this motivation itself may interact with DT.

DARK TRIAD

The Dark Triad was incorporated into the tested model as a construct affecting the negative side of human nature, similarly to the CWB construct. Dark personality is studied based on a three-factor model (Paulhus & Williams, 2002; O’Boyle, Forsyth, Banks, & McDaniel, 2012), and more recently also a four-factor model (e.g. Fernández-del-Río, Ramos-Villagrasa, & Barrada, 2020). Moreover, some researchers postulate one common factor “Dark Core” as an alternative to the multivariate approach (Bertl, Pietschnig, Tran, Steiger, & Voracek, 2017). Others believe that elements of the Dark Tetrad lie at the opposite pole of the Honesty-Humility dimension of the HEXACO model (Book et al., 2016; Hodson et al., 2018). So far, the DT model is more often tested in the context of other variables from the work environment than the four-factor model. The debate about the importance of configuring a dark personality model for work behavior continues. Based on literature analysis, it seems that the Dark Tetrad model and the unifactorial model do not yet have sufficient empirical and theoretical support to introduce them as a moderator in the models explaining CWB mechanisms. As Fernández-del-Río et al. (2020) write, sadism, the only component of the Dark Tetrad, absent in DT, has not yet been sufficiently studied and requires further research in the work environment. According to these authors, more rigorous testing of the Dark Tetrad’s predictive relevance is needed in the context of traditional measures of normal personality. Therefore, the Dark Triad model was chosen in the present study. It is composed of psychopathy, narcissism, and Machiavellianism (Paulhus & Williams, 2002).

Psychopathy as a construct has a clinical pedigree. Cleckley (1941) perceived the specificity of patients demonstrating a very low level of empathy, without symptoms of psychological disturbances. The traits of
psychopaths lead to a differentiated tendency to take a position opposed to society in general, and this is why Paulhus and Williams (2002) treated psychopathy as a trait present on a continuum. In recent years, emphasis has been placed on the potential genetic origins of impulsive behavior and very low level of empathy, which, however, does not exclude a role for the environment in that regard (Baron-Cohen, 2014). Associations of CWB with psychopathy have been empirically verified by, for example, Scherer et al. (2013) or Fernández-del-Río and colleagues (2020).

The mythological story of Narcissus inspired Freud (1914/2004) to describe dysfunctions consisting in directing one’s drive towards oneself. Raskin and Hall (1979) count elevated perception of one’s own worth, plans concerning one’s greatness, improper reactions to criticism, and a deficit of empathy among elements of narcissistic personality. Studies show that narcissistic people more eagerly use social media to satisfy their need for exposure (Andreassen, Pallesen, & Griffiths, 2017). A link between narcissism and counterproductive work behavior has been proven (Penney & Spector, 2002).

It should be noted that CWB can also be treated as an employee’s attitude towards a task. Narcissism in the above-mentioned studies of Fernández-del-Río et al. (2020) was positively associated with the task performance, while psychopathy and sadism were negative predictors. Narcissism was also a positive predictor of contextual performance, i.e. going beyond activities related to a given position, while sadism was positively associated with CWB. From the perspective of the concept of motivation presented in the current study, which includes the dimensions of performance approach and performance avoidance, these results provide the basis for incorporating the dark sides of personality into models describing negative behaviors at work. In their light, different types of motivations, especially performance approaches, may interact with DT and work engagement differently depending on their level.

The construct of Machiavellianism does not have a clinical pedigree. It was inspired by a character from a work of literature by Machiavelli (1513/2005) titled The Prince. The title character, a deceitful, cynical manipulator, became the model for the type of Machiavellian described by Christie and Geis (1970/2013). The Machiavellianist is inclined to manipulate, take advantage of knowledge about others’ weaknesses, and rejection of universal norms. It comes as no surprise that people with a low level of Machiavellianism are characterized by a rather low level of empathy, which, however, does not exclude a role for the environment in that regard. Studies also prove that Machiavellian described by Christie and Geis (1970/2013). The association between Machiavellianism and CWB. Paulhus and Williams (2002) observed a similarity in the elements comprising psychopathy, narcissism, and Machiavellianism, and demonstrated a strong correlation among them. Jonason and McCain (2012) also consider that the Dark Triad can be treated as a single variable. Studies demonstrate that the DT is associated with the application of various techniques regarded as immoral, such as the use of manipulation, tough tactics, or the pragmatic employment of complements and kindness (Jonason, Slomski, & Parttyka, 2012). There are also articles indicating a link between DT and aggression, or the use of asocial strategies (Muris, Merckelbach, Otgaar, & Meijer, 2017). On the basis of the meta-analysis by O’Boyle et al. (2012) decided that Machiavellianism and psychopathy are significantly negatively related to task performance. Furthermore, DT explained 28% of the deviation variance in the workplace, and all its features were positively related to CWB. Thus, it seems reasonable to expect that the DT construct treated as a whole is of fundamental importance for building CWB explanatory models.

RESEARCH HYPOTHESES

Each section of the analysis presented above contains suppositions concerning the relation between the variables analyzed in the tested model and the theoretical and empirical models that support these relations. The primary theories applied are: four-factor achievement goal motivation theory (Elliot & McGregor, 2001), the CWB conception as proposed by Spector et al. (Spector & Fox, 2005; Spector et al., 2006), the JD-R model (Demerouti et al., 2001) and the associated work engagement model by Schaufeli et al. (2002), as well as the DT conception proposed by Paulhus and Williams (2002). In the model, work engagement and DT are treated as substantively different personal resources that moderate the association of achievement goal motivation and counterproductive work behavior. The moderators themselves can also enter into an interaction that shapes CWB. For transparency of the structure of the hypotheses, the components and levels of measured variables have not been introduced; however, in statistical testing, various types of achievement goal motivations have been taken into account, such as mastery approach, performance approach, mastery avoidance, and performance avoidance, as
have levels of DT and work engagement (low, moderate, high). The following hypotheses were tested:

H1. The dominant types of achievement goal motivation among employees will be positive, but of various strength, and will be associated with counterproductive behavior.

H2. Work engagement is negatively associated with CWB.

H3. DT is positively associated with CWB.

H4. The association between achievement goal motivation and CWB depends on the interaction of types of achievement goal motivation with the variables work engagement and the Dark Triad. Engagement to work and DT intensifies CWB in interaction with the success orientation and weakens in interaction with failure avoidance.

PARTICIPANTS AND PROCEDURE

PARTICIPANTS

Anonymous studies were performed in the spring of 2018 among white-collar employees in south-western Poland. The selection of the study sample (N = 138, women = 31, men = 107; average age M = 39.60 years, SD = 3.10; average time in work M = 9 years) is justified by the specificity of this form of work, consisting in the necessity of frequently entering into work-related interpersonal contacts, exchanging information, and a strong dependence on hierarchy in the organization. It was assumed that this type of work will facilitate achievement goal motivation and work engagement. Participants were recruited via industry groups on Facebook and webpages with industry-related forums. All participants expressed informed consent to participate in the study.

MEASUREMENT

Achievement goal motivation. Achievement goal motivation was measured using the Polish adaptation (Lipowska, 2016) of the Achievement Goal Questionnaire Revised (AGQ-R; Elliot & Murayama, 2008). It contains 12 statements comprising 4 scales with responses scored between 1 (doesn’t describe me at all) and 7 (describes me perfectly). The survey is based on the assumption of the presence of the four types of motivation described above (Elliot & McGregor, 2001; Elliot & Murayama, 2008). Its four scales, linked to the four types of motivation, achieved high reliability in the reported studies (mastery approach $\alpha = .91$; performance approach $\alpha = .95$; mastery avoidance $\alpha = .87$; task avoidance $\alpha = .94$).

Counterproductive work behavior. The measure of counterproductive work behavior was done using the Counterproductive Work Behavior – Checklist (CWB-C; Spector et al., 2006), in its Polish version (Baka, Derbis, & Walczak, 2015). It is composed of 32 statements, responses from 1 (never) to 5 (every day). The statements comprise four factors of satisfactory reliability in the studies. The Cronbach’s $\alpha$ coefficients are for the total result $\alpha = .92$, sabotage $\alpha = .74$, abuse $\alpha = .94$, theft $\alpha = .54$, withdrawal $\alpha = .78$.

Work engagement. Work engagement was examined using the Utrecht Work Engagement Scale (UWES; Schaufeli & Bakker, 2003). Its Polish adaptation was prepared by Szabowska-Walaszczyk, Zawadzka, and Wojtaś (2011). The UWES is based on the concept of work engagement proposed by Schaufeli et al. (2002) and Schaufeli and Salanova (2007). The scope of responses for the 12 statements, 4 for each scale, is from 0 (never) to 6 (always/every day). Engagement level is indicated by the total points from all responses. In the reported studies, all three scales comprising the UWES achieved satisfactory Cronbach’s $\alpha$ reliability coefficients for vigor (.77), absorption (.86), and dedication (.86), with a total score of .93.

Dark Triad. Measurement of the Dark Triad was done using the Polish adaptation of the Dirty Dozen scale (Jonason & Webster, 2010; Polish adaptation by Czarna, Jonason, Duñner, & Kosowska, 2016), whose aim is to measure psychopathy, narcissism, and Machiavellianism; the sum of responses provides the Dark Triad coefficient. It contains 12 positions, 4 for each component of the DT. The scope of responses runs from 1 (not at all true) to 5 (absolutely true). In the main study, satisfactory reliability coefficients were recorded. DT total, $\alpha = .88$, Machiavellianism, $\alpha = .86$, psychopathy, $\alpha = .75$, narcissism, $\alpha = .81$.

DATA ANALYSIS STRATEGY

To test the hypotheses, moderated moderation analysis was conducted using the PROCESS macro, version v3.2. 5000 bootstrapping simulations were used in testing models number 3 and 1 (Hayes, 2009). The scheme of the analyzed model is presented in Figure 1. Four models were tested. In each of them analysis was done of the association of one of the four motivation types with counterproductive work behavior, moderated by the Dark Triad and engagement.

In the statistical sense, this means that the following were tested as predictors of counterproductive work behavior: one of the dimensions of motivation, the Dark Triad, engagement, and four interactions of those variables (e.g., for the mastery dimension: Dark Triad*engagement; Dark Triad*mastery; mastery*engagement; mastery*Dark Triad*engagement). For each type of motivation, we also tested the significance for CWB of the interaction between DT and work engagement, as well as three-way interactions (e.g., mastery*DT*engagement).
RESULTS

The results will be presented in four steps, aligned with the four tested models. Each model is linked with one type of achievement goal motivation proposed by Elliot and McGregor (2001) and Elliot and Murayama (2008). In the next section, summary and discussion, the achieved results are applied to the hypotheses posed above.

MODEL 1 (M1) – MASTERY APPROACH

Analysis of Model 1, which concerns the association between mastery approach and CWB, moderated by the Dark Triad and engagement, exhibited several dependencies. First, mastery approach was positively and moderately associated with counterproductive work behavior ($r = .41, p < .001$). Analysis of this association accounting for moderators demonstrated that counterproductive work behavior is explained in a statistically significant manner only through engagement in work, which buffers CWB (Figure 2).

None of the analyzed moderating effects was statistically significant. Generally, the model explained 71% of the variance of counterproductive work behavior; $R^2 = .71$. However, inclusion of moderators in the analysis did not expand the scope of the explanation for counterproductive work behavior in a statistically significant manner ($R^2 = ns$).

MODEL 2 (M2) – PERFORMANCE APPROACH

In the case of the model in which analysis was done on the association between performance approach as a dimension of motivation with counterprodu-
tive work behavior, the results demonstrated stronger main and moderating effects than in the case of mastery approach as a predictor of counterproductive work behavior. First, the correlation between performance approach and counterproductive work behavior was positive but weak ($r = .24, p < .05$). Second, in the model with moderators, all of the analyzed interactions and moderators offered a statistically significant explanation for counterproductive work behavior. Generally, this model explained 71% of the variance of counterproductive behavior, $R^2(7, 132) = 46.54, p < .001, R^2 = .71$. Introducing a three-directional interaction to the model indicated that 2% of the variance is linked with the interaction of moderators, $R^2 = .02, p < .05$. The results concerning the interaction effect of moderators on the association between performance approach and counterproductive work behavior are summarized in Table 1 and Figures 3 and 4.

The results in Figure 3 indicate that all of the analyzed predictors of counterproductive work behavior, apart from performance approach, provide a statistically significant explanation of their variance. The data presented in Table 1 and Figure 4 are helpful in interpreting the results of the interaction of moderators with performance approach.

![Figure 3. Model of relationship (non-standardized $\beta$) between performance approach and counterproductive work behavior, moderated by work engagement and the Dark Triad.](image)

### Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category of moderator level</th>
<th>Relationship between performance approach and counterproductive work behavior (non-standardized $\beta$ and LLCI-ULCI)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Engagement</td>
<td>Dark Triad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>low</td>
<td>low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>moderate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>high</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>moderate</td>
<td>low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>moderate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>high</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>high</td>
<td>low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>moderate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>high</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note.* $*p < .05, **p < .01, ***p < .001; ns – statistically non-significant result.*
The data in Table 1 indicate that the strength of the association between performance approach and counterproductive work behavior is the strongest in the group of participants with a moderate level of engagement. However, the results in this group appear rather homogeneous, irrespective of the level of Dark Triad. The pattern of results is different in groups of high and low engagement, where the differentiation of strength is greater. These relations are more clearly visible in Figure 4.

In the group with low engagement and low level of Dark Triad, the association between performance approach and counterproductive work behavior is not statistically significant, whereas in the group with a high level of both moderators, it is relatively weak.

MODEL 3 (M3) – MASTERY AVOIDANCE

The next model tested in the study concerned the significance of mastery avoidance for CWB. The association between mastery avoidance and counterproductive work behavior without accounting for...
moderators was not statistically significant ($r = .06$, ns). The model explained around 70% of the variance of the dependent variable; $F(7, 133) = 44.34$, $p < .001$, $R^2 = .70$. Introducing three-directional interaction into the model did not provide a statistically significant explanation for the variance of counterproductive work behavior.

As can be seen in Figure 5, the only statistically significant interaction was the relation between the Dark Triad and mastery avoidance.

The results shown in Table 2 indicate that a low and moderate level of Dark Triad is associated with greater strength of the association between mastery avoidance and counterproductive work behavior, but this relation did not apply to people with a low level of engagement. This interaction is depicted in Figure 6.

MODEL 4 (M4) – PERFORMANCE AVOIDANCE

The last analyzed model is the association between performance avoidance and counterproductive work behavior moderated by the Dark Triad and engagement. The correlation between performance avoidance and counterproductive work behavior with-

![Figure 5. Model of relationship (non-standardized β) between mastery avoidance and counterproductive work behavior, moderated by work engagement and the Dark Triad.](image)

Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category of moderator level</th>
<th>Relationship between mastery avoidance and counterproductive work behavior (non-standardized β)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Engagement</td>
<td>Dark Triad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>low</td>
<td>low                                         ns [-.021; .123]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>low</td>
<td>moderate                                     ns [-.002; .248]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>low</td>
<td>high                                         ns [-.131; .089]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>moderate</td>
<td>low                                          .30*** [.178; .454]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>moderate</td>
<td>moderate                                     .18** [.068; .292]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>moderate</td>
<td>high                                         ns [-.007; .126]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>high</td>
<td>low                                          .52** [.309; .731]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>high</td>
<td>moderate                                     .31* [.121; .400]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>high</td>
<td>high                                         ns [-.009; .160]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. *$p < .05$, **$p < .01$, ***$p < .001$, ns – statistically non-significant result
out inclusion of moderators was positive and weak \((r = .18, p < .05)\). The model explains 71\% of the variance of the explanatory variable; \(R^2 = 46.69, p < .001\), \(R^2 = .71\). The three-directional interaction was not statistically significant in this model.

Analysis of the interaction effects depicted in Figure 7 showed that the only significant effect, similarly to the earlier M3 model, is the interaction of the Dark Triad with avoidance; in this case, performance avoidance, and thus failure. The results are presented in Table 3 and depicted in Figure 8.

They show that low and moderate levels of Dark Triad are associated with a stronger link between failure avoidance and counterproductive work behavior than in the case of a low level of the Dark Triad.

**CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION**

The models will be described in the summary from the perspective of their contribution to verification of the hypotheses.

Thus, H1, concerning the differentiated strength of the positive association of particular types of achievement goal motivation with CWB, was partially confirmed. In the analyses conducted without moderators, all types of motivation except for mastery avoidance are positively but moderately or weakly linked with CWB. Particularly conducive to counterproductive work behavior is mastery approach, which concerns the competences necessary for performance mastery of a given task, and not demonstrating one’s competences to others, as is the case with motivation based on comparisons with others, that is, the performance approach or performance avoidance. In the models with moderators of CWB, a statistically significant positive link was demonstrated only with avoidance motivations, that is, mastery avoidance and performance avoidance. The recorded results thus show that achievement goal motivation tends to enhance counterproductive work behavior, particularly when based on avoidance motivations. This means that from the perspec-

---

**Figure 6.** The strength of the relationship between mastery avoidance and counterproductive behavior depending on the category of the Dark Triad level.

**Figure 7.** Model of relationship (non-standardized \(\beta\)) between performance avoidance and counterproductive work behavior, moderated by work engagement and the Dark Triad.

| Note. | \(^* p < .05, \quad ^{**} p < .01, \quad ^{***} p < .001; \quad \text{ns} - \text{statistically non-significant result}\) |
Romuald Derbis

Table 3
*Relationship (non-standardized β) between performance avoidance and counterproductive work behavior, moderated by work engagement and the Dark Triad*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category of moderator level</th>
<th>Relationship between performance avoidance and counterproductive work behavior (non-standardized β)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Engagement</td>
<td>Dark Triad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>low</td>
<td>low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>low</td>
<td>moderate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>low</td>
<td>high</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>moderate</td>
<td>low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>moderate</td>
<td>moderate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>moderate</td>
<td>high</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>high</td>
<td>low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>high</td>
<td>moderate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>high</td>
<td>high</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. *p < .05, **p < .01, ***p < .001; ns – statistically non-significant

Figure 8. Strength of the relationship between performance avoidance and counterproductive behavior depending on the category of the Dark Triad level.

Table 3 highlights the relationship between performance avoidance and counterproductive work behavior, moderated by work engagement and the Dark Triad. H4 addresses this issue, as will be discussed below.

As for verification of H2, the most distinct pattern is that confirming the predicted negative relation of work engagement with CWB, statistically significant in analyses of all four tested models with moderators. Engagement, understood holistically as the general effect of vigor, absorption, and dedication, weakens CWB. H2 can be considered as confirmed. By the same token, predictions based on the engagement model of Schaufeli et al. (2002) were confirmed, as well as the results of studies conducted by Den Hartog and Belschak (2012).

Regarding verification of H3 the positive association of the Dark Triad and CWB was consistent with predictions only in the interactive models concerning mastery avoidance and performance avoidance. DT exhibited a positive association with CWB in the model for mastery avoidance and performance avoidance, negative in the model for performance approach, while there was no link in the mastery approach model. H3 can be only partially supported. This partial confirmation may indicate a dependence of the association between CWB and DT on the level of work engagement and level of DT, or the level of its components, which were not analyzed separately in the reported studies. For example, narcissistic individuals do not readily engage in counterproductive work behavior when such behavior hinders them in achieving performance mastery, of great importance for their positive image in the eyes of others and of themselves. A detailed analysis accounting for the associations of DT components with types of CWB is the objective of future studies.
H4 is of particular importance for the reported study, because it takes into account interactions of the tested variables. As it turns out, the patterns of these interactions are different for particular types of motivation. And thus, from among the four tested models of associations between motivation and CWB, work engagement moderates only one: the association of CWB with performance approach, reinforcing CWB. Engagement as an individual predictor is negatively associated with CWB, but in interaction with performance approach as an achievement goal motivation type, its effect changes and it reinforces CWB.

This result could be explained using the conception developed by Elliot and McGregor (2001), according to which the performance approach is the drive to accomplish a task to the same level as or better than others. Its essence consists in demonstrating competencies to other people and comparing oneself with them in the dimension of the drive to accomplish a task. Perhaps the path to achieving this goal is the manifestation of aggressive behavior towards others, sabotage, or abuse; the hypothesis requires further exploration.

It should be observed that the association between performance approach and CWB, in the results of the conducted analyses, is distinguished by the statistical significance of moderating effects. In this model (M2), the interaction both of work engagement and of DT with performance approach enhances CWB (Figure 3). It would thus seem that these interactions are a relatively strong regulator of counterproductive work behavior. In this model, the interaction of DT with work engagement is statistically significant (enhances CWB), as is the three-directional interaction of task*DT*engagement (weakens CWB).

As for the moderating effects of DT, with the exception of mastery approach, DT is a weak moderator of the association of all types of motivation with CWB. However, in the case of mastery avoidance and performance avoidance, their negative impact on CWB is weakened, not reinforced, as in the case of performance approach. As we should expect, the moderating role of work engagement and DT in shaping CWB is different in the motivational mechanisms of drive and the motivational mechanisms of avoidance. If employees adopt a goal-based orientation as a path to success, then work engagement and DT reinforce CWB. Psychopaths, Machiavellians, and narcissistic people will, as appropriate to their means of goal achievement and objectives, also strive to achieve them through counterproductive work behavior. If they predict a failure, both moderators weaken it. In this situation, fear of embarrassment and failure is dominant, and those fears can slightly restrict activity, including CWB. When we also take into account that the three-directional interaction (motivation type*DT*engagement) is of little significance (2%) for CWB variance only in respect of performance approach, we can then say that this type of motivation is the most sensitive to interaction with the tested moderators.

Of course, this discussion must also take account of levels of work engagement and DT. As concerns the motivation of goal achievement, here as well there are interesting dependencies regarding the motivation of performance approach, which is the only one that interacts with both moderators. Work engagement is generally negatively linked with CWB in each of the four models with interaction, but in model M1 this association resembles an inverted U. Regardless of DT level, it is the strongest at a moderate level of engagement; however, a high level of both moderators weakens this link, and at a low level the association is not statistically significant. However, it is at its strongest when DT is low and work engagement is high, and when CWB is at its lowest level. As for the mastery avoidance motivation, this dependence does not affect people with a low level of engagement. This means that in M3, the emergence of CWB requires work engagement. In light of Schaufeli’s conception of engagement (Schaufeli et al., 2002) and the JD-R model (Demerouti et al., 2001), people who are not engaged in work and who avoid mastery seem to have relatively few reasons for engaging in CWB. In the case of performance avoidance (M4), things are slightly different. Regardless of engagement level, low and moderate DT is associated with a greater strength of its link with counterproductive work behavior than high DT, when it is not statistically significant. In the light of studies on people with high DT (Paulhus & Williams, 2002; Zettler et al., 2011; Baron-Cohen, 2014), it turns out that they may have a high, primarily Machiavellian, level of work engagement, but not of engagement in the organization or social interactions. If they are simultaneously motivated by performance avoidance, that is, they fear the embarrassment of appearing worse than others, they will also avoid CWB, which may favor such embarrassment.

MAJOR FINDINGS AND PRACTICAL IMPLICATIONS

The primary results of the reported study can have practical application. Differences have been demonstrated in tendencies to exhibit CWB depending on a given employee’s dominant achievement goal motivation category, and its interaction with levels of engagement and of Dark Triad. Taking the perspective of psychological practice the results thus indicate the necessity of programs to counteract CWB accounting for not only levels of stress at work, which is frequently treated as the primary cause of such behavior (Skarlicki & Folger, 1997; Spector
et al., 2006), but also for the type of achievement goal motivation, level of engagement, and level of DT. It should be kept in mind that while work engagement is generally negatively associated with CWB in the interaction models, in interaction with DT, negative behavior increases exceptionally for performance approach. Additionally, for this motivation, based on comparisons with others, the strongest associations of DT with work engagement emerge at a moderate level. In turn, for motivation oriented on the possession of competences, such as mastery avoidance, the links between DT and work engagement are also relatively strong for the moderate level of the latter variable. However, when the level of both moderators is strong, there is no such interaction.

Suggestions for CWB prevention practices must therefore be cautious and different regarding success-oriented individuals, as well as failure avoiding individuals. First of all, in developing CWB prevention programs it should be helpful to identify the level of all independent variables analyzed in the present study. It would be recommended to assess the type of motivation the employee is guided by, as well as the level of his engagement and DT. In the case that the employee is success oriented, stimulation of his success can be unfavorable, because he intensifies CWB, especially in interaction with the moderate levels of work engagement and DT. If the employee is characterized by failure avoidance and high DT level, then in the light of our findings, it may turn out that their interaction serves the organization, because it weakens CWB. This means that the presence of “bad boys” in the organization may be favorable, which is also suggested by Fernández-del-Río et al. (2020). Thus, in developing the aforementioned programs, it should be helpful to identify the level of all independent variables analyzed in the present study.

LIMITATIONS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH

Measurement of work engagement is based on the CWB-C total index. Therefore, the relatively low reliability of the theft subscales is not as meaningful as when each of them would be analyzed separately. However, the reliability of a scale slightly below the standards is a limitation regarding the validity of our findings. The relatively small sample size in the present study is another limitation. Currently actions are being undertaken to improve the reliability of the theft scale. Furthermore, research is planned involving a large number of employees from various professions.

The internal and external accuracy of the recorded results would certainly be improved by conducting separate analyses for the components of work engagement; there are plans for such analyses, but they require further studies on a greater sample of individuals taken from a diverse group of professions. The same is true for the components of DT. In accordance with the assumptions underlying DT, this construct concerns the joint treatment of psychopathy, Machiavellianism, and narcissism owing to their shared traits (Paulhus & Williams, 2002; Jonason & McCain, 2012; Jonason et al., 2012). Separate treatment of the components of DT would thus be a de facto abandonment of the empirical application of that construct.

In continuing and replicating these studies, it would be advisable to enrich the tested models with mediators of the relation between achievement goal motivation and CWB, accounting also for models of moderated mediation. Potential mediators for this relation may be personal resources such as work satisfaction, work-home balance, or the complex and interesting but less popular construct of Core Self-Evaluations (Judge, Locke, & Durham, 1997), frequently used for studying behaviors in an organization (Judge, Bono, Erez, & Locke, 2005; Judge, 2009). Apart from socio-demographic variables, moderators of this mediation may be organizational resources, such as perception of support from co-workers and superiors, buffering the positive relation of the Dark Triad and its interactions with CWB present in the reported studies.

In the light of the results obtained e.g. by Fernández-del-Río et al. (2020), sadism was the most important predictor of CWB in them compared to other dark personality traits, including psychopathy. Therefore the Dark Tetrad model should also be tested in CWB studies.
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